MEGA: Centralizing Warehouses and Logistics with SAP® Extended Warehouse Management

As a supplier of premium paints, tools, flooring, and more, contractors and homeowners rely on MEGA Gruppe. To serve them better, MEGA combined four smaller warehouses into one large central warehouse in Hanover. Using the SAP® Extended Warehouse Management application, supply chain logistics were simplified and efforts reduced. Now MEGA plans to expand the project to other regions, getting customers the materials they need quickly and efficiently.
Simplifying supply chain logistics and cutting costs
MEGA integrates four warehouses into one with SAP® EWM

Objectives
- Combine four smaller warehouses in one large central warehouse for flooring products
- Improve stock transparency in the warehouse
- Reduce inventory and improve stock availability
- Integrate regional delivery logistics for Hanover

Why SAP
- Smooth integration of the SAP® Extended Warehouse Management (SAP EWM) application into the existing SAP solution landscape
- Flexibility to deploy across multiple processes
- Excellent integration with the floor-cutting machine, using technology for a material flow system and programmable logic controller
- Fast implementation using SAP Rapid Deployment solutions

Benefits
- Simplified processes and management along the entire supply chain
- Optimized logistics processes, reducing efforts
- Integrated handling of delivery processes
- Leveraged existing experience and expertise working with SAP software

Future plans
- Integrate logistics for additional sales territories
- Establish central warehouses for other products and regions

“With SAP EWM we have a very flexible solution. We were able to uniformly map all necessary processes. Plus, we can use it to entirely control the floor-cutting machine.”

Jens Hungershausen, Head of IT, MEGA Gruppe
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